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SALUMET –

8th

February 2016.

At the outset, Eileen had a tickly throat and was
coughing. Salumet quickly dealt with this.
Our prior conversation had included the mention
of surgical procedure updates and the news that
‘hand transplants’ should be available from April
onwards; also ‘head transplants’ were being
seriously considered following experiments with
monkeys:
Lilian: Good evening Salumet. Welcome to you.
Good evening.
All: Good evening.
Coughs
Lilian: Would a drink help?
I am dealing with it. I am happy—
More coughs
I think it should be okay now (oh good). As
always my dear friends, I am happy to join with
you; and again, those of us in spirit have been
listening to your conversations. As humans, you
always will have had many doubts about
advances in your world. Remember how we
discussed about transplants of the heart and
how our comments helped many of you at that
time. I wish only to say that these things are
never clear at the time of speaking about them.
All I will say is that advances in medicine will
always be taking place and sometimes it may
not be to everyone’s agreement, but still you
have to allow these things to advance. I of
course see a much wider picture and have to this
time in your universe, been aware of many
changes. I will say to you my dear friends, that
continue to question whatever you will, because
in that way you will surely for yourselves reach
the correct answer. We do not come to tell you
what you should think—that, my dear friends, is
entirely up to you. But I want to reiterate this
evening that I have indeed come to you in the
name of truth. That is what I have always stated.
My message to you has always been simple. I try
to bring to each one of you ‘love’,
‘understanding’ and many of the qualities which
make for a good human being. Your
understanding sometimes takes you too far
from the simple truth, and I wish only to say to
you this time that love, understanding and

allowing spirit to help you at all times, that
other gifts that I bring to you; but again, I offer
them to you this evening. But when you leave
this room, you will feel that love of spirit, you
will have understanding of your fellow man,
even if you do not fully agree with him. You
have to allow this planet to evolve, because that
is what is happening all of the time—that this
planet and many, many others are evolving at
the same time. So I would like you my dear
friends, when you leave this room tonight that
you think about that simple word ‘love’. It is a
small word in your vocabulary but it is of great
magnitude for all. This is what I ask you to do
this time, my dear friends. Do you have any
questions for me this time?
George: I think I am right in saying how the steps
on our way forward, are as your words very
strongly imply—are an important part of our
evolution.
Yes, and for your own spiritual development;
after all, with your mistakes in your lives, you
learn so much do you not?
George: Indeed (yes); with the thought about
head transplants, I feel so sorry for the monkeys,
who are being experimented on.
Yes—yes, and you must hold those thoughts at
all times, but as we have spoken of in the past,
you do not know the reasoning behind all of
these things. But yes, of course you must have
love for all of the animals. It is never right to
create these conditions with the animals. So I
am in agreement with you that it is not always
suitable. I cannot say more than that at this
particular time (thank you). After all, humans
and the animal kingdom belong in this planet
with equal rights (yes).
Lilian: We use—it’s quite a hard one—thinking of
the animals in the experiments.
Yes, but again my dear friend, when you do this,
you are thinking in the moment. You do not see
the wider—
Lilian: Yes, the bigger picture—
After all, there was so much outcry when you
had the first heart transplants, and people were
saying that it must have been their time, but no,
you humans as human beings can—shall I say?—
make a mess of your lives (yes). You create
situations that are wrong, and create ill health
from within the body when in fact the body
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should have remained healthy. You must think
along all of those lines before you make
criticism.
Lilian: Well I know when I was facing operations
on my heart—it did worry me about the animals
that would have been used, so I defend them in
my way.
But today those animals would say they were
grateful that they could have helped, if they
could use human words. That is what they
would tell you.
Lilian: That’s lovely.
George: That’s interesting.
Jan: As you mentioned monkeys (yes), are there
things in their consciousness—of the monkey
involved (yes),—because they can see the bigger
picture from spirit. Would they not see it as—
—A gift to humankind? (Yes.) That is exactly
right; and that it is always difficult when we are
trying to explain why these things happen—of
course it seems horrific and of course we do not
wish harm to anyone—animal or man. You must
look to the wider picture of this.
Jan: Yes, because in my own little world I can
imagine—like contracts between species
almost—spiritually being drawn up, but it is for
the betterment of mankind, but who knows that
that medical advancement may help the animal
kingdom in return at some later stage?
And also, when the human has received, not
only from animals but from other people,
whatever the transplant may be, it has allowed
that person to grow—the one who has donated;
but also it has given more time to the person to
whom the transplant has been given (yes). It has
given that person time to look at his own spirit,
and where perhaps he may have gone wrong in
this lifetime. So you see there is never one clear
message.
Jan: No, not at all—no, even regarding the eating
of another animal, I was reading that the animal
kingdom; although they wouldn’t really like us to
eat them—but because a vast majority of them
also eat members of the animal kingdom, it’s a
gift—really, when they go back to spirit as one
consciousness, they really—how can I put this?—
there’s an acceptance.
Yes—yes, you have to understand that, from
spirit, we are looking at everything in much
more detail (yes)—yes.

Jan: Well they prefer that we didn’t eat them but
they understand why—that’s the main thing.
Yes, but of course we do know and understand
that the Earth is not a perfect place (no), neither
are those animals who exist upon that planet.
So, again I say to you my dear friends: be careful
in your judgements.
Jan: Yes because some of the animal kingdom just
literally kill for fun (yes). So yes, we shouldn’t
judge one another at all.
George: Perhaps an extreme example is: during
World War II, a thriving rabbit population became
(in UK) a very important food source. It certainly
increased thought that there might be on Earth a
certain gratitude in relation to the rabbit, for the
service given. It was certainly appreciated by
humans at the time.
Yes—yes of course, and you have to remember
you all belong to the same energy—that when
you leave this Earth plane, you will all return to
that energy that you know as the Great Spirit. So
whatever is happening in your world today, I say
to you my dear friends: analyse if you wish, but
keep your hearts open to all of the things that
are going on around you. Remember the word
‘love’ and it will carry you through, no matter
what conditions you may come across.
George: Perhaps one more difficult one to think
about is a technical consideration. We are all
familiar with the Galileo telescope based on the
convex lens that enlarges our view of the
universe and matter. I have recently read a report
on what is called the ‘Santilli’ telescope, which is
based on the concave lens, and designed for
revealing, not matter, but antimatter—
antimatter based on antiparticles.
I would only say this to you my dear friends: if
there is matter, there is always antimatter.
George: Ah! Well that in itself is very
interesting—
Yes, because you always have to have a balance.
George: Yes, it has been rather conjectural.
Yes, but just keep that in mind about matter.
There is much you do not know yet and much
for this planet to find out.
George: I understand the digital camera is able to
photograph images from the Santilli telescope.
Yes—but do not forget also that they are being
helped by us from spirit.
George: Yes of course.
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Yes, all things that happen have been helped by
our world in some way or another.
George: So this is another part of evolution on
our way forward—
Yes—yes, of course. Now, are there any more
questions this time?
Jan: I do have one from Richard, but I feel at this
time it is probably not the right time to ask you.
At the end of our discussions—he wanted to
know, regarding the ‘missing link’ in the human
chain of evolution—
Yes, do you feel that there is only one missing
link?
Jan: No, Richard suggests that there are more
than—quite a few actually that we haven’t had
answered.
Yes, you are at the very beginnings of discovery
of your planets. So yes, I will say to him: he is
right in his thoughts (yes). Yes, there is not just
one missing link.
Jan: No, he mentioned to me at least three that
he was aware of in the chain that they haven’t
lined them all up yet, but—
As the planet progresses and evolves, you do not
get the answers to the questions. The questions
become greater—that is what you have to
remember also (yes). As you answer one
question, another one arises (yes), and that will
always be whilst you live on this planet.
Jan: I think he, well I know he is extremely
interested. His main question to himself is: were
we engineered in some way—that we don’t
appear to have evolved from the ape, that they
say we do. I’m not quite sure what he’s read up
to, but were we engineered in some way by
ETs?—that was his question.
I know where he is going, but at this time I will
say to him ‘no’, you have not been engineered in
the way that he means.
Jan: Okay, thank you.
George: I have another question regarding the
final disappearance of Atlantis. There is very good
evidence that this has been accompanied by
‘climate change’, and quite a marked climate
change—in that in Siberia, there are areas that
are now icy tundra—were abundant grasslands
supporting thousands of mammoth, woolly
rhinoceros and sabre-tooth tigers—quite large as
well as small animals. But at the same time as the
final disappearance of Atlantis, there seems to

have been this huge climate change, which has
caused these animal extinctions. So again—part
of our planetary evolution—
Yes of course, there is so much you do not
understand, and it is futile to try to explain what
has already gone. Remember I have said to you:
you must go forward—you must look forward
and can’t look backwards. But yes, there have
been many changes in this planet, as there are in
others, but you will never come to the end of
wondering. But I understand why, as human
beings you are so curious, when all you should
really be striving for is the beauty of your souls
and the beauty of spirit when you return to us.
All of life seems so complicated does it not?
Jan: I wonder if that’s one of the reasons why
humans are inquisitive and so curious about the
past?—is it because the answers are moving
forward sometimes?
—Not at all (no?). You do not make the past to
move forward.
Jan: No, I know that, but we all seem to be wired
in that way, where we’re all looking for answers
from the past. Why is that?
I will just say and call it the word you used: ‘just
curiosity’. You have been endowed with free
wills which includes curiosity—that is why (I
see). And there is no harm in trying to find about
the past, but what I am saying my dear friends,
is that you must not allow it to take precedence
over what you should be seeking. That is all I am
trying to say.
George: Perhaps it helps to colour our impression
of planetary evolution, but yes, I fully accept what
you say—
Yes, but there is no harm in doing so. It is
entirely up to individual’s free will—yes.
Jan: Children are also very, very curious, they are
closer to spirit than we are and we’ve all had
this—especially the little boys—amazing curiosity
and eagerness to learn about dinosaurs. It’s really
the thing to learn about when you’re aged six
(yes), so I think there’s no harm in being
childlike—
Do not forget that the genes retain memory
(yes). You must look to that source as well—yes.
Yes, there is no harm, but my wish for all of you
is that you look forward, that your spirits soar,
that it becomes imbued with all of the
knowledge that you need to grow spiritually;
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after all, that is the main objective of you being
here—to love each other, to change what is
wrong and to go forward.
Jan: When you say ‘changes’, what sort of
changes?—to change what is wrong within
ourselves?
—Firstly, and then in your societies—yes.
Jan: —because obviously you can’t change
society if you’re not prepared in yourself, it
seems to me.
Yes, that is correct—that is correct.
George: Yes, an area that sorely needs much
more love at the moment is the country of Syria;
and there would appear to be six foreign nations
conducting a war in their homeland (yes), and
driving immigrants to other places—which is a
natural thing—I think many would run away in
that situation (yes). So the immigration which
many simply see as an isolated problem is really
very much of our own making.
There is no doubt that in the world you inhabit
this day, that there is ignorance to ‘within’,
there is hatred, there is all sorts of negative
feelings which need to be obliterated. But it is
still part of the planet’s evolution, of this there
can be no doubt, but that should not stop all of
you sending out love for all people, all those
who suffer and for those who are committing
terrible deeds, each to the other. Yes, there can
be no doubt that the world in certain places is in
turmoil, but it has happened before and I can
only say that until each Earthly individual finds
in their own hearts the love of the Creator, we
will always have some problems. That is why it
is important for each and every individual to
give of themselves with love. I will never tire of
using the word ‘love’ because that is the very
core of your beings. Do you understand my dear
friends?
George: Yes indeed. Yes, I think of this as a basic
essence.
Yes—yes. If you can reach into your own hearts
and spirits, you can make this world a much
safer and much more loving place. And I know to
many, it must seem like that is an impossibility. I
sit here with you my dear friends and tell you: it
is a possibility. And now, I feel I will take my
leave this time. I just wanted to reiterate to you
all, what love can do for each and every one of

you, and to never forget that that is the very,
very deepest part of your being.
Jan: May I just take this opportunity—I would like
to say ‘thank you’ for the love and help I have had
over the last couple of months (yes). So I thank
you.
All of you are loved and we try to help and uplift
you at all times. So as I leave, again I enclose you
in my love and leave you feeling uplifted—until
we come together next time—I will leave you
quietly.
General appreciation and thanks
--------------------------------------Following Eileen’s return, there was a brief visit
from Cho:
Lilian: Hello.
Hello—hello.
Jan: Hello—I knew it was you. I could see you
above my head.
I coming next time—tell you little bit about me.
Welcomed by all
—Next time, okay?
Jan: We look forward to that.
I was helping this time.
Jan: Are you able to help Eileen come back?
No, I just know—she ready to talk.
Jan: I see.
I come next time—ciao!
All: Ciao!
Jan explained that she could see him—what he
looked like when in Mongolia—cleft palate, round
face, thick set, very short and with a crop of black
hair.
Next, a brief period of clairvoyance via Eileen,
with Jan’s father letting Jan know that he is still
around and commenting on her business
accountancy—“You make your own lottery!” And
Eileen could see him placing their old money box
on the table in the middle of the room. There was
some nice humour in this, and he was
encouraging Lilian to spend a little of her money
and “Buy yourself a nice cake!”
----------------------------------------NOTES:
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1: Santilli Telescope: The data on this item was
sent to us by a reader in Australia. Thank you
Emmanuel! Dr Ruggero Santilli is highly regarded
and has in the past had Nobel Prize nomination.
The telescope or a pair of telescopes are able to
reveal intelligently moving objects in the universe
that are otherwise invisible; also likewise, entities
in Earthly domain. It is expected that this step
forward will achieve much.
2: Warring in Syria: Apart from the foreign
nations actually waging war and supplying the
arms being used (U.S., U.K., France, Russia,
Turkey and the mixed-nationality ISIS), other
countries named on the Internet for supply of
arms are: Iran, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Libya,
Lebanon and Croatia. Well, it all adds to the
turmoil.
The news that it is planned to end hostilities
within just a few days is welcomed news
indeed—perhaps the prayers of we ordinary
people are being visibly answered at last!
---------------------------------

